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F
ifth-generation (5G) cellular communica-
tions promise to deliver the gigabit 
experience to mobile users, with 
a capacity increase of up to 
three orders of magnitude 

with respect to current long-term 
evolution (LTE) systems. There 
is widespread agreement that 
such an ambitious goal will be 
realized through a combina-
tion of innovative techniques 
involving different network 
layers. At the physical layer, 
the orthogonal frequency di-
vision multiplexing (OFDM) 
modulation format, along 
with its multiple-access strat-
egy orthogonal frequency divi-
sion multiple access (OFDMA), 
is not taken for granted, and sev-
eral alternatives promising larger 
values of spectral efficiency are being 
considered. This article provides a review 
of some modulation formats suited for 5G, 
enriched by a comparative analysis of their perfor-
mance in a  cellular environment, and by a discussion on 

their interactions with specific 5G ingredients. 
The interaction with a massive multiple-in-

put, multiple-output (MIMO) system is 
also discussed by employing real 

channel measurements. 

INTRODUCTION
OFDM and OFDMA are the 
modulation technique and 
the multiple access strategy 
adopted in LTE fourth-
genereation (4G) cellular 
network standards, respec-
tively [1]. OFDM and 
OFDMA succeeded code 
division multiple access 
(CDMA), employed in third-

generation (3G) networks for 
several reasons, such as the 

ease of implementation of both 
transmitter and receiver thanks to 

the use of fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) and inverse FFT (IFFT) blocks; the 

ability to counteract multipath distortion, 
the orthogonality of subcarriers which eliminates 

intercell interference; the possibility of adapting the 
transmitted power and the modulation cardinality; and the ease of 
integration with multiantenna hardware, both at the transmitter 
and receiver. 
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Nonetheless, despite such a pool of positive properties, OFDM/
OFDMA are not exempt of defects, and their adoption in the 
forthcoming generation of wireless networks is not taken for 
granted. Indeed, the spectral efficiency of OFDM is limited by the 
need of a cyclic prefix (CP) and by its large sidelobes (which 
require some null guard tones at the spectrum edges), OFDM sig-
nals may exhibit large peak-to-average-power ratio values [2], and 
the impossibility of having strict frequency synchronization 
among subcarriers makes OFDM and OFDMA not really orthog-
onal techniques. In particular, synchronization is a key issue in 
the uplink of a cellular network wherein different mobile termi-
nals transmit separately [3], and, also, in the downlink when base 
station coordination is used [4], [5]. For instance, with regard to 
the spectral efficiency loss of sidelobes and the CP, in an LTE sys-
tem operating at 10 MHz bandwidth, only 9 MHz of the band is 
used. In addition, the loss of the CP is around 7%, so the accumu-
lated loss totals at 16%. These drawbacks, which invalidate many 
of the above-mentioned OFDM/OFDMA advantages, form the 
basis of an open and intense debate on what the modulation for-
mat and multiple access strategy should be in next-generation 
cellular networks. Fifth-generation cellular systems will feature 
several innovative strategies with respect to existing LTE systems, 
including, among others, extensive adoption of small cells, use of 
millimeter (mm)-wave communications for short-range links, 
large-scale antenna arrays installed on macro base stations, 
cloud-based radio access network, and, possibly, opportunistic 
exploitation of spectrum holes through a cognitive approach [6]. 
All of these strategies will be impacted by the modulation format 
used at the physical layer. At the same time, 5G cellular networks 
will have more stringent requirements than LTE in terms of 
latency, energy efficiency, and data rates, which again are 
impacted by the adopted modulation scheme. This article pro-
vides a review of some of the most credited alternatives to OFDM, 
performs a critical mutual comparison in terms of spectral effi-
ciency, and discusses their possible interactions with the cited 
technologies and requirements of 5G networks. The focus of the 
article is on linear modulations and, after a quick review of 
OFDM, the emphasis is shifted on filter bank multicarrier 
(FBMC), time-frequency packing, and single-carrier modulations 
(SCMs). Particularly, we will focus on spectral efficiency employ-
ing quite a general signal processing framework coupled with an 
information theoretic approach, which permits evaluating the 
practical information rate associated with a specific signal format. 
The aim indeed is far away to be exhaustive with respect to all the 
possible implementation issues and scenarios, still highlighting 
possible research directions and approaches that deserve to be 
further investigated. The article is also enriched by a specific sec-
tion on massive MIMO systems, and by a performance study 
based on real channel measurements from a massive MIMO test-
bed from Lund University in Sweden. 

SYSTEM MODEL
For all the modulation formats considered in this work, the 
complex baseband equivalent of the transmitted signal, say 
( ),x t  can be expressed as 

 ( ) ( ),x t PT s t T
G

G

s s,= -,

,= -

/  (1)

where P  is the signal power, Ts  is the symbol period, G2 1+  is the 
number of temporal slots spanned by each data packet, and the 
waveform ( )s t,  is the complex baseband equivalent of the wave-
form associated to the th,  temporal slot [7], [8], and is written as 
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In (2), N  is the number of subcarriers, d ,k ,  is the transmitted 
symbol associated with the ( , )k th,  resource element (i.e., kth  
subcarrier and th,  symbol interval), ( )p t  is the underlying 
shaping pulse, and td  and fd  are two dimensionless constants 
that rule the actual time and frequency spacing among the 
transmitted symbols .d ,k ,  In particular, letting T  be a refer-
ence symbol time used for normalization and defined as 

/ ,T T tt d=  it is seen that symbols d ,k ,  are spaced in time by 
T Ts td=  and in frequency by / / .T Tf t s fd d d=  Note that letting 

1f td d= = , we obtain the usual orthogonality-preserving fre-
quency spacing /T1  that holds for OFDM systems, while the 
dimensionless product f td d  can be interpreted as a measure of 
how much symbols are packed with respect to the classical 
OFDM choice [8]–[10]. Combining (1) and (2) we also obtain 
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Note also that the shaping pulse ( )p t  has no restrictions in its 
(practically finite) time duration, but it is assumed to be of unit 
energy, i.e., ( ) .p t 12 =  Moreover, as specified later, variables 
{ },d ,k ,  the transmitted symbols, are not necessarily equal to 
pure modulation symbols as they may include some form of 
signal processing, that, for instance, allows us to consider 
other (staggered) lattice structures. The pure data symbols are 
denoted by { },a ,k ,  which we assume to be of unit average 
power, i.e., .E a 1,k

2 =,8 B  
It is easy to show that the above signal model is representa-

tive of several modulation formats. 
■■ OFDM: Classical OFDM systems assume ( )p t  as a rectan-

gular pulse of duration ,T T Ts cp= +  where Tcp  is the CP 
duration. Consequently, /T T1t cpd = +  and 1fd =  to grant 
orthogonality on the useful symbol duration .T  Note that 
the transmitted symbols d ,k ,  at the edge bands can be set to 
zero to limit out-of-band emissions. We also recall here that 
OFDM is the modulation format used in the downlink of 
current LTE systems, whereas, for the uplink, an OFDM var-
iant known as single-carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA) is adopted, 
to limit the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) [1]. 

■■ FBMC: FBMC is an OFDM-like modulation format 
wherein subcarriers are passed through filters that suppress 
signals’ sidelobes, making them eventually strictly bandlim-
ited. The transmitter and receiver may still be implemented 
through FFT/IFFT blocks or polyphase filter structures [8], 
[9], and bandlimitedness may deliver larger spectral effi-
ciency than OFDM. The use of FBMC for 5G cellular 
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networks is mainly endorsed for its ability (due to signal 
bandlimitedness) to cope with network asynchronicity that 
naturally arises in the uplink and/or in the downlink with 
coordinated transmission [11], for its greater robustness to 
frequency misalignments among users when compared to 
OFDM [12], and for its more flexible exploitation of fre-
quency white spaces in cognitive radio networks [6], [8]. 
FBMC is usually either coupled with QAM or with offset-
QAM (OQAM) modulation formats. For FBMC-QAM, we 
have 1t f $d d  and the transmitted symbols d a, ,k k=, ,  are 
drawn from an M -ary QAM constellation. For FBMC-
OQAM, symbols are instead half-spaced in time with respect 
to FBMC-QAM, and consequently we have . .0 5t f $d d  The 
transmitted symbols are related to the data symbols by the 
relation ,d j a, ,k

k
k=, ,
,

+  and the data symbols a ,k ,  are real-
valued M -ary PAM symbols. 

■■ Faster-than-Nyquist (FTN)/Time-frequency-packed 
(TFS) signaling: FTN signaling, first discussed by Mazo as 
early as 1975 in [13], is a technique to increase the spectral 
efficiency of a communication system by letting ,1t 1d  
thus introducing intentional interference among data sym-
bols at the transmitter side. For a long time, FTN was stud-
ied only as a single carrier technique [14], and over time it 
stood clear that FTN can exploit the excess bandwidth of the 
single carrier signal. The rate gains of FTN in single carrier 
systems spurred a number of extensions of FTN into multi-
carrier setups [15]–[19], and the resulting modulation for-
mats have also been named as TFS. Let us first lay down the 
model for the transmitted signal of TFS. The system model 
we use is a generalized version of either an FBMC-OQAM 
model or an FBMC-QAM model. In view of (3), the TFS sys-
tem has all parameters identical to its FBMC counterpart 
except for the product .t fd d  When an FBMC-OQAM system 
underlies the TFS system, this product should satisfy 

. ,0 5t f 1d d  while for an underlying FBMC-QAM system, it 
satisfies .1t f 1d d  More sophisticated arguments, inspired 
by time-frequency analysis, highlight how these communi-
cation systems are based on Weyl–Heisenberg function 
sets, also known as Gabor sets [7], [20] and as special cases 
of packing data on a Grassmannian manifold [21]. Argu-
ments on data packing theory [9], [21], indicate that the 
best packing is obtained by hexagonal lattices, which pro-
vide some spectral efficiency gains with respect to rect-
angular, or staggered, lattices. For simplicity, we will not 
consider this special case, although the general framework 

derived herein, as well as the conclusions, can 
be easily extended. 

■■ SCM: Letting ,N 1=  the outlined signal 
model boils down to a linear SCM format. Dur-
ing recent times, multicarrier systems have 
been the dominant modulation format, the 
main reason being that optimal equalization 
can be efficiently carried out in the frequency 
domain, while optimal equalization of a single 
carrier system is much more involved and 

essentially requires the use of a Viterbi algorithm. Recently, 
however, there has been regained interest in single carrier 
techniques due to the development of high-performance 
and low-complexity equalizers operating in the frequency 
domain [22]–[24]. In this article, we consider a single car-
rier structure adopting a CP to provide an interblock inter-
ference free system and to convert the channel into a cyclic 
convolution, which simplifies the usage of the frequency 
domain equalizer, especially in time-invariant or slowly-var-
ying channels. If the time duration of the channel impulse 
response is at most Tch  seconds and the symbol time is ,Ts  
then the CP needs to be at least /G T Tcp ch s= ^ h  symbols 
long. Hence, in the data block in (1), only G G2 1 cp+ -  
symbols d ,k l  corresponds to data symbols, while the other 
Gcp  represent the redundancy of the CP. 
Table 1 provides an overview of the values of the parameters 

characterizing the discussed modulations formats. 

SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY
When assessing the performance of a given modulation and 
coding system, a key figure of merit is the spectral efficiency ,t  
defined as 

 
(

/ / ,
)log

T W
R N

b s Hz
M2

s tot

c g
t

g
=  

where Rc  is the rate of the employed channel code, Wtot  is the 
total frequency occupancy of the signal according to some meas-
ure, and 1g #g  is the inefficiency due to possible guard bands in 
multicarrier systems, or dually, guard time in single carrier sys-
tems. We remind the reader that M  denotes the cardinality of the 
employed modulation, and N  is the number of subcarriers. Note 
that spectral efficiency denotes here the data rate that can be 
transmitted for each bandwidth unit used for transmission, 
regardless of the underlying bit error rate (BER). Later on, 
instead, we will focus on the achievable spectral efficiency (ASE), a 
much more insightful performance measure, representing the 
spectral efficiency that a system may attain under the constraint of 
arbitrarily small BER. 

For OFDM, with anM-ary QAM (M-QAM) constellation, the 
spectral efficiency has the expression 
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Regarding FBMC, with an M-QAM for FBMC-QAM, an M - 
PAM constellation for the FBMC-OQAM system, and strict equality 

[TAbLE 1] PARAMETER SETTINgS FOR ThE DISCUSSED MODULATION  
FORMATS IN vIEw OF ThE SIgNAL (3).
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for t fd d  in Table 1, the spectral efficiency, as N  grows large, in 
both cases becomes 

 ( ) .log RFBMC b/s/HzM2 c=  (4)

Thus, compared with OFDM, the loss due to the CP and spectral 
guard bands has vanished. 

Regarding spectral efficiency for SCM, the ideal choice for ( )p t  
is a sinc pulse with double-sided bandwidth /W T1 s=  Hz. However, 
in practice this is not possible, so a smoother pulse in frequency is 
used. Let the bandwidth of ( )p t  be ( ) ( ) / ,W W T1 1tot sd d= + = +  
where d  measures the excess bandwidth in comparison to the sinc 
pulse. Then, the spectral efficiency becomes 

 ( )
( )logR

1 b/s/Hz,
M2

SC
c g

t
d

g
=

+
 

where ( ) / ( )G G G2 1 2 1g cpg = + - +  is the inefficiency due to 
the CP. 

Finally, regarding TFS, in a multicarrier system like FBMC, the 
two parameters td  and fd  control the amount of compression of 
time and frequency, respectively. In the special case of 

,1t fd d= =  the subcarrier spacing in the case of a pulse shape 
with no roll-off is exactly the reciprocal of the symbol time ,Ts  
which means that the time-frequency occupancy per complex 
input symbol d ,k ,  becomes exactly 1 Hz/s, which is the smallest 
possible occupancy if an orthogonal set of pulses is desired. For 
TFS-QAM with time and frequency packing activated, i.e., 

,1t f 1d d  an M -QAM constellation, and a rate Rc  code, the 
spectral efficiency becomes 
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)logR
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For TFS-OQAM with an M -PAM constellation, the spectral effi-
ciency becomes 
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Thus, a spectral efficiency gain proportional to /1 t fd d  is achieved, 
compared with an FBMC system, at the cost of increased interfer-
ence among the symbols { } .d ,k ,  Note that, by setting the limit val-
ues of t fd d  in the two equations ( 1t fd d =  and . ,0 5t fd d =  
respectively), (5) and (6) collapse into (4). In small cells, where the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be very high, the current trend is 
to employ high-order constellations, such as 256-QAM or 1,024-QAM. 
This is in sharp contrast to TFS, which maintains a small con-
stellation size, such as quaternary PSK (QPSK) or 16-QAM, but 
increases the degree of time-frequency compression to achieve 
higher spectral efficiencies. 

DISCUSSION AND LITERATURE OvERvIEw
As already stated, OFDM is a multicarrier modulation format 
wherein the use of a CP and a proper spacing among subcarriers 
ensure orthogonality of the waveforms modulated by different 
data symbols. In general, the amount of interference among 
adjacent (both in time and frequency) data symbols is ruled by 

the sampling on the time-frequency plane of the ambiguity 
function associated to the prototype pulse shape ( ),p t  expressed 
by [7]–[9] 

 ( , ) ( ) ( ) .A p t p t e td*
p

j t

t

2x o x= - ro-#  (7)

Thus, to minimize the interference from adjacent symbols in 
time [intersymbol interference (ISI)], and in frequency [inter-
channel interference (ICI)], several research efforts have been 
dedicated to designing pulse shapes with good ambiguity func-
tions, i.e., according to an orthogonal design in both the 
domains, as expressed by ( , / ) [ ] [ ],A T k T kp t f, ,d d d d=  where 
[ ]id  is the Kronecker delta function. An excellent overview in 

this respect is provided in [9]. However, double orthogonal 
designs exist only when .1t f 2d d  Furthermore, multipath 
channels could destroy orthogonality, and mismatched filtering 
may be preferable in this case [8]. Anyway, also with mis-
matched filtering, double-domain orthogonality can be granted 
[with some SNR penalty in additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN)] only when 1t f 2d d  [8], [9]. For instance, OFDM pre-
serves orthogonality in frequency-selective (multipath) chan-
nels by adding a guard time between successive symbols, by 
means of a CP or zero padding (ZP) [25], [26] which leads to 

/ .T T1 1t f cp 2d d = +  Furthermore, constraining the symbols 
to be real (or imaginary), i.e., using PAMs rather than QAMs, 
orthogonality can be granted also when / ,1 2t fd d =  as already 
noticed in the first studies about multicarrier systems, [27], 
[28], and successively called offset-QAM-based OFDM (OFDM-
OQAM) [29], which realizes a rectangular lattice staggering in 
the time-frequency plane. 

Regarding OFDM, orthogonality is lost in the presence of 
frequency synchronization errors or phase noise, which cause 
nonnegligible performance loss to OFDM(A) systems [3], [30]–
[32]. Furthermore, orthogonality is also lost (and performance 
significantly degrades) if any carrier frequency offset (CFO) is 
present [30] or the multipath channel is significantly time-vary-
ing (doubly-selective) within the symbol period .Ts  In this case, 
interference cancellation/mitigation techniques should be con-
sidered also for the orthogonally designed OFDM systems [33]–
[36]. This fact is one of the main motivations for recent 
research efforts on FBMC schemes that, exploiting similar 
approaches to combat ISI and ICI by proper pulse-shape 
designs, may combat the sensitivity to CFO and doubly selective 
channels, still preserving spectral efficiency with 1t fd d = [37]. 
Actually, the same philosophy can be used also when 1t f 1d d  
[17], e.g., with the generalization of FBMC according to an FTN 
principle [13], [15], [16], [18]. The idea is that relaxing the 
orthogonality constraints [38], the pulse-shape design has 
higher degrees of freedom to reduce ISI and ICI sensitiveness 
under doubly selective channels or CFO effects. 

Turning back to the issue of spectral efficiency maximiza-
tion, we note that, ideally, a sinc pulse should be used in single 
carrier FTN. In practice a smoother spectrum with roll-off d  is 
instead employed. In an AWGN channel and without TFS, the 
adoption of these pulses would result in a loss of a factor 
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/ ( )1 1 d+  from the Shannon limit in terms of spectral effi-
ciency. However, it can be proved that with FTN, the maximum 
overall spectral efficiency, even when ,02d  tends to the Shan-
non limit. Hence, with FTN the excess bandwidth is not impos-
ing any loss at high SNR [39]. 

Unfortunately, the impressive rate gains of single carrier TFS 
do not in general carry over to FBMC systems. The reason is 
that with FBMC, the excess bandwidth is typically smaller and 
limited to the last subcarriers at the band edge. Yet, there are 
reasons that show why TFS may still be attractive in multicar-
rier systems, which we discuss next. 

First, one of the constraints in the design of a classical FBMC 
system is that the time and frequency translated pulses should 
form an orthonormal basis so that the data symbols can be 
demodulated independently in an AWGN channel. However, in all 
channels, save for the special case of an AWGN channel, orthogo-
nality of the pulses is lost at the receiver. This requires some form 
of an equalizer structure at the receiver side, and such an equal-
izer can just as well be designed so that it also equalizes the self-
induced interference. Still, the constraint of orthogonality puts 
heavy restrictions on the FBMC design and, by relaxing it, addi-
tional degrees of freedom in the pulse design are made available at 
the cost of a controlled amount of interference. 

In cases where the allocated bandwidth to one user is small, 
the amount of excess bandwidth at the band edge can still be 
relatively large. In such cases, TFS can beneficially exploit the 
sidelobes to increase the spectral efficiency. Take the LTE sys-
tem as an illustrative example: in LTE’s 1.4-MHz downlink 
mode, only 1.08 MHz of the band is used for transmission. The 
remaining 0.32 MHz is a guard band and does not contribute to 
the data rate. With TFS, the guard band starts contributing to 
the data rate, giving an improved spectral efficiency. 

Finally, TFS offers a flexible method to adapt the spectral 
efficiency through varying the two compression parameters td  
and .fd  With FBMC, the data rate can only be adapted in dis-
crete steps by changing the constellation size and the coding 
rate. With TFS, a much finer granularity is achieved. As an 
extra bonus, TFS may also reduce the number of error correct-
ing codes as it can maintain the same code rate but adapt the 
spectral efficiency by controlling the parameters td  and .fd  
Moreover, TFS creates a shaping effect of the input constella-
tion, so that an SNR gain is typically achieved over standard 
QAM-type constellations. 

DISCRETE-TIME MODEL
In what follows, we outline a discrete-time model for the con-
sidered modulations, which can be obtained by sampling the 
general waveform in (2); moreover, we give an expression for 
the discrete-time received signal after it has passed through  
a (possibly) time-varying channel with impulse response 

( , ) .h tc x  
Thus, by employing a sampling frequency / / ,F T N T1c c s s= = ^ h  

with N Ns $  an integer representing a possible oversampling 
factor / ,N Ns  the discrete-time signal [ ] ( )s n s nTc=, ,  associated 
to the th,  symbol is expressed by 
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where [ ] ( )p n p nTc=  is the discrete-time pulse shape during the 
time support [ , ( ) ] .Q T0 1 c-  Note that, when ,1f t !d d  this cor-
responds to transmitting phase-rotated symbols (differently for 
each subcarrier and symbol period), as expressed by 

.d d e, ,k k
j k2 f t=, ,

,rd du  The first equality in (8) highlights that the sig-
nal is obtained by multiplexing the data by a bank of filters [ ],p nk  
while the second shows that the signal is also a time-domain win-
dowing [ ],p n  independent of ,,  of a multicarrier (OFDM-like) 
signal [ ] .d n,  Collecting the transmitted samples in a Q 1#  vec-
tor , , , ,s s nT s Q T0 1s c

T
cf f= -, , , ,^ ^ ^^h h h h6 @  the two equalities 

suggest equivalent block-matrix representations, as expressed by 
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where d,u  represents the N 1#  transmitted data with ,dd ,k k=, ,
u u6 @  

ptk  is the Q 1# kth  discrete-time pulse shape with 
[ ],p np n ktk =6 @  FQ  is a Q Q#  unitary DFT matrix with 

/ ,Q e1F ,Q k n
j
Q
kn

1 1
2

=
r

+ +
-6 @  p F pQf tk k=  represents the kth  

pulse shape in the discrete frequency domain, and Fu  is a N Q#  
pseudo-DFT matrix with / ,N e1F ,

/
k n

j T T kn
1 1

2 f t c s= rd d
+ +

-u ^ ^h h6 @  
whose row-vectors fkHu  represent the modulation frequencies. Note 
that the signal vector s,  is obtained by a prototype pulse-shaping 
filter ( )p t  that spans /Q Ns^ h consecutive blocks, which are trans-
mitted every T N Ts s c=  seconds. Thus, each symbol would gener-
ate ISI to the adjacent ones, unless it is designed according to an 
orthogonal paradigm, e.g., by a Nyquist principle. 

Observing (8), and that a time-domain multiplication induces a 
circular convolution in the DFT domain, if the signal parameters 
are chosen such that the DFT frequency bins are aligned with the 
modulation frequencies, i.e., if 

 , , ,Q MN Q M N1 N
f t

s s !
d d

=  

the matrix FHu  is obtained collecting the equispaced (by )M  rows 
of the Q Q#  IDFT matrix .FQ

H  
We define Zn Z n-^ h as the Toeplitz matrix with all zeroes, but 

ones in the nth  subdiagonal (superdiagonal). The transmitted 
vector during the th,  symbol period is thus expressed as 

 .x Z s Z F P dmN
m

m

mN

m
Q
H

mf
s s= =, , ,+ +

u/ /  (10)

Denoted as already specified, by ( , )h tc x , the (possibly) time- 
varying channel ( , )h h iT jT,

( )
i j
c

c c c=  is the discrete-time counter-
part and H ,

( )
c
t
,  the Q Q#  channel matrix that processes  

the signal transmitted at the th,  symbol period, with 
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.hH ,
( )

, ,
( )

i j N i i j1 1c
t c

s=, ,+ + + -6 @  To recover the data d,u  transmitted with 
the th,  data-block, it is necessary to observe the channel output 
for (at least) QTc  seconds, and the associated received vector is 
expressed by 

 
,

y H x w H d w

H d w

,
( )

,

,
( ) ( )

m
m

mc
t

tot
t long

= + = +

= +

, , , , , , ,

, , ,

+
u/

 
(11) 

where , , , ,d d d d( ) T T T T
1 1

long f f=, , , ,- +
u u u6 @  is the vector containing 

both the data of interest and the interference, H ,m =,  
H Z P ,Hc,

(t)
t tot,

(t)mNs
, , [ ,H ,1,f= - , , ],H H0, 1, f, ,  and w,  represents the 

noise at the receiver. In the light of the multicarrier modula-
tion format, the observation model can also be conveniently 
expressed in the frequency domain by projecting y,  on the 
same DFT grid of size ,Q  obtaining 

 ,

y F y H d F w

H C P d w

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

Q Q

m
m

m

f
tot
f long

c
f

f
f

= = +

= +

, , , ,

, ,+
u/  (12) 

where H F H( ) ( )
Qtot

f
tot
t=  is the total observation matrix in the fre-

quency domain, H F H F( ) ( )
Q Q

H
c
f

c
t=  is the frequency-domain chan-

nel matrix, C F Z Fm Q
mN

Q
H=  is a full (diagonally dominant) matrix 

that modifies the pulse-shaping matrix Pf  (note that ),C IQ0 =  
and we omit in the following the dependence on ,  of the channel 
matrices for notation compactness. 

It is worth noting that the observation models in (11) and 
(12) share high similarities with the equalization of OFDM sig-
nals in doubly selective channels, and several linear and non-
linear data receiver structures may be borrowed, possibly 
including (data-aided) ISI and ICI cancellation [10], [34]–[36], as 

COMPUTATION OF AChIEvAbLE RATES  
We sketch here a methodology for computing the ASE, i.e., 
the maximum attainable spectral efficiency with the con-
straint of arbitrarily small bER. For notational simplicity, we 
omit the dependence of ASE on the SNR. The ASE  takes the 
particular constellation and signaling parameters into con-
sideration, so it does not qualify as a normalized capacity 
measure (it is often called constrained capacity). We evaluate 
only ergodic rates so the ASE  is computed given the channel 
realization H( )

c
f  and averaged over it—remember that we are 

assuming perfect channel state information at the receiver. 
The spectral efficiency of any practical coded modulation sys-
tem operating at a low PER is upper bounded by the ,ASE  
i.e., ,ASE#t  where

 { }; { } ,
T F

E I1ASE b/s/Hzd y H( ) ( )

s tot

f
c
f

H( )
c
f= , ,` j8 B  (S1)

{ }; { }I d y H( ) ( )f
c
f

, ,` j  being the mutual information given the 
channel realization, and the expectation is with respect to 
the channel statistics. 

The computation of mutual information requires the 

knowledge of the channel conditional probability density 

function (pdf) { } { }, .p y d H( ) ( )f
c
f

, ,` j  In addition, only the optimal 

detector for the actual channel is able to achieve the ASE in 

(S1). We are instead interested in the achievable perfor-

mance when using suboptimal low-complexity detectors. For 

this reason, we resort to the framework described in [70, Sec. 

vI]. We compute proper lower bounds on the mutual infor-

mation (and thus on the ASE) obtained by substituting 

{ } { },p y d H( ) ( )f
c
f

, ,` j in the mutual information definition with 

an arbitrary auxiliary channel law { } { },q y d H( ) ( )f
c
f

, ,` j with the 

same input and output alphabets as the original channel 

(mismatched detection [70]).  There is not a strict need for 

{ } { },q y d H( ) ( )f
c
f

, ,` j to be a valid conditional pdf, as it suffices 

that { } { },q y d H( ) ( )f
c
f

, ,` j is nonnegative for this result to hold 

[71]. If the auxiliary channel law can be represented/

described as a finite-state channel, { } { },q y d H( ) ( )f
c
f

, ,` j  and 

{ } { } { }, { }q q Py H y d H d( ) ( )
{ }

( ) ( )
p

f
c
f

d
f

c
f=, , , ,

,
` ` `j j j/  can be com-

puted, this time, by using the optimal maximum a posteriori 

symbol detector for that auxiliary channel [70]. This detector, 

that is clearly suboptimal for the actual channel, has at its 

input the sequence y
( )f
, generated by simulation according to 

the actual channel model [70]. If we change the adopted 

receiver (or, equivalently, if we change the auxiliary channel) 

we obtain different lower bounds on the constrained capac-

ity but, in any case, these bounds are achievable by those 

receivers, according to mismatched detection theory [70]. 

We thus say, with a slight abuse of terminology, that the 

computed lower bounds are the SE values of the considered 

channel when those receivers are employed. 
This technique thus allows us to take reduced complexity 

receivers into account. In fact, it is sufficient to consider an 
auxiliary channel, which is a simplified version of the actual 
channel in the sense that only a portion of the actual channel 
memory and/or a limited number of impairments are present.

In particular, in this article we only consider auxiliary chan-
nel laws of the form 

 { } { }, ,q qy d H y d H( ) ( ) ( ) ( )f
c
f f

c
f=, ,

,

, ,` `j j% , (S2) 

i.e., the processing is made on frequency-domain symbols 
independently and it is also assumed that the receiver is 
based on a frequency-domain equalizer G  and a symbol-by-
symbol detector and thus 

 , ,expq N
diag

y d H
Gy d( ) ( )

( )

0

2
f

c
f

f

?
f

-
-

, ,
, ,,`

^
j

h) 3  (S3) 

where N0  is the noise variance at the receiver. 
The modulation formats are compared in terms of ASE with-

out taking into account specific coding schemes, being under-
stood that, with a properly designed channel code, the 
information-theoretic performance can be closely approached. 
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well as joint iterative (turbo) equalization and decoding, [33], 
[40]. Here, for simplicity, we assume separate data equalization 
from decoding, and we only consider linear approaches such as 
matched-filtering (MF), least squares (LS), and linear minimum 
mean square error  (MMSE). Focusing on the frequency-domain 
observation model, the (soft) estimates of the transmitted data is 
generally expressed by 

 ,diagd Gy( )ff=, ,,
t ^ h  

where [ ] ek
j k2 t ff =,

,rd d-  compensates the phase-rotation when 
,1t f !d d  G  contains the central rows of the full equalization matri-

ces ,G H( ) H
MF tot

f=  ,G H( )
LS tot

f= @  or G H H H( ) ( ) ( )H H
MMSE tot

f
tot
f

tot
f= +^  

In Q
2 1
v

-h , where @ is the pseudo inverse operator [41]. 

ExtEnsions to othEr modulation  
formats and discussion
As anticipated in the section “System Model,” the data vector may 
contain some signal processing of the real information vector ,a,  
which in the linear case can be captured by a precoding matrix, 
e.g., ,d aH=, ,  and the equalization/detection strategy modified 

accordingly. A sort of precoding pH  on nonfinite alphabets, actu-
ally a prefiltering, may be also applied to each vector .s,  This way, 
by proper definition of the prefiltering/precoding matrices ,Hp  

,H  also generalized-FDM (GFDM) [42] as well as universal-FDM 
(UFDM) [43], can be cast in this framework. Note that, classical 
FBMC in (8) and (9) performs a prefiltering in the time domain 
by a diagonal matrix and, consequently, a circular precoding on 
the data .d,  However, a different structure can be imposed to the 
prefiltering matrix, such as to be full in the time-domain and 
block-diagonal in the frequency domain, jointly performing spec-
trum shaping on a block of subcarriers rather than separately on 
each one, as proposed for UFDM in the ongoing research project 
5GNow [43], and somehow reminescent of subblocks precoding 
in [25]. Adaptation to multiantenna systems is also straightfor-
ward by collecting data and observation vectors at each antenna, 
leading to an observation matrix whose size increases proportion-
ally to the number of antennas. Obviously, the overall complexity, 
as well as the amount of (interantenna) interference will increase, 
making the use of MIMO and space-time coded (Alamouti) sys-
tems, which heavily rely on the orthogonality (e.g., absence of 
ISI/ICI) offered by OFDM in frequency-selective channels more 
challenging. This has probably been one of the strongest objec-
tions for employment of FBMC-like systems so far. However, sev-
eral researchers have already proposed algorithms to deal with 
these problems, within the great effort of the Physical Layer for 
Dynamic Access (PHYDIAS) project [44] to establish and promote 
FBMC-based wireless communications (see [8] and [45] and ref-
erences therein). Generally, observing that also OFDM faces 
almost the same problem in doubly selective channels, where it 
suffers only ICI, channel estimation algorithms, receiver struc-
tures, and overall system design can take inspiration by the abun-
dant literature on this subject [46], [47]. For instance, receiver 
time-domain windowing is effective in this sense to boost the sig-
nal-to-noise plus interference ratio (SINR), as proposed in [33] 
and [35] for pure OFDM. Transmitter and receiver time-domain 
windowing have been jointly optimized in [48] in multicarrier 
communications without CP. Recently, maximum SINR 
approaches for MIMO-FBMC have been investigated in [49] and 
[50], showing negligible performance degradation with respect to 
OFDM and significant performance gain with respect to the first 
attempts to MIMO-FBMC [8], [44]. 

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
The modulation formats here discussed will now be compared 
when used in a typical cellular environment. In particular, we con-
sidered the extended typical urban (ETU) channel defined in [51]. 
This is an example of time- and frequency-selective channel whose 
continuous-time impulse response can be modeled as 

 ( , ) ( ) ( )h t c tk
k

kc x d x x= -/ , (13) 

where fading coefficients ( )c tk  and continuous-time delays kx  
are typical of each analyzed scenario, and ( )d x  is the Dirac 
delta. From the model (13), the following discrete-time model 
has been adopted: 

[FIg1] The spectrum of the sinc, PhYDIAS, and RRC 10% pulses.
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 h c j j,
( )

,i j k i
k

k
c

d= -6 @/ , 

where coefficients c ,k i  have been generated according to [52], 
and the discrete-time delays jk  have been chosen as an approxi-
mation of continuous-time delays in (13) to their closest inte-
ger-multiple of .Tc  

As mentioned, a key figure of merit is represented by the ASE; 
see “Computation of Achievable Rates” for details on its defini-
tion and computation. By properly tailoring the channel code to 
the considered modulation and the actual channel characteristics, 
the ASE performance can be closely approached. On the contrary, 
a comparison based on the bit or packet error rate (PER) perform-
ance for a given code does not result in fairness since the code 
must be specifically tailored to the considered modulation format. 
Generally speaking and assuming a quasistatic channel, a code 
designed for the AWGN channel is expected to work well jointly 
with OFDM or FBMC with offset (or other orthogonal signaling 
formats). On the contrary, this kind of code will exhibit a signifi-
cant performance degradation when used with modulation for-
mats that explicitly introduce ISI and/or ICI, as TFS or FBMC 
without offset. By considering the aforementioned channel, we are 
also implicitly assessing the robustness of the considered modula-
tion schemes against multipath. 

We will assume perfect channel state information at the 
receiver. Thus, our analysis does not take into account the degra-
dation due to an imperfect channel estimation and the different 
losses, in terms of spectral efficiency, due to possible different 
requirements in terms of training or pilot sequences inserted for 
an accurate channel estimation. 

The ASE results will be reported as a function of the ratio 
between the signal power P  and the noise power Pn  computed on 
a reference bandwidth of 1.92 MHz. The spectra of the considered 
pulses ( )p t  are reported in Figure 1. In the figure, we see the sinc 
pulse adopted by OFDM, a pulse with RRC spectrum and excess of 
bandwidth of 10% (filter length ,Q 1280=  )M 10=  adopted for 
FBMC-OQAM and SCMs, and the pulse proposed in the PHYDIAS 
project [53] for FBMC (filter length ,Q 640=  ),M 5=  where its 
improved frequency selectivity has been accomplished by using a 
longer and spectrally well-shaped prototype filter. 

In all cases, for OFDM, we will set the losses due to the CP and 
to the insertion of a number of guard tones compliant with the 
LTE standard, i.e., 16% in terms of ASE. Moreover, the transmit-
ted symbols, for all the waveforms, will be affected by a random 
error vector magnitude (EVM) of 4%, with the aim of modeling 
various imperfections in the implementation (such as carrier leak-
age, phase noise, etc.). The fractional MMSE equalizer GMMSE  is 
adopted at the receiver for all schemes with the exception of 
FBMC-OQAM, for which we used a matched filter followed by an 
MMSE equalizer. Indeed, the required length of the filter, for 
orthoghonality in FBMC-OQAM, makes the receiver complexity 
too high to use a fractional MMSE. 

Figures 2 and 3 show the ASE performance for the two 
extreme scenarios of very low- and high-mobility, characterized by 
Doppler frequencies f 0d =  and f 30 kHzd =  on the ETU channel. 
We consider QAM with high cardinality .64M =  The figures 

compare OFDM with FBMC, when N 128=  carriers are spaced 
by 15 kHz. For comparison, we also show the ASE curve of a sin-
gle carrier with CP system with the same bandwidth 1.92 MHz. 
We see that, for the low-mobility case, OFDM, FBMC-QAM and 

[FIg4] The ASE for ETU channel, ,f 30 kHzd =  with 4-QAM and 
bandwidth 1.92 Mhz.
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[FIg5] The ASE for TFS: ETU channel, f 30 kHz=d  with 4-QAM 
and bandwidth 1.92 Mhz.
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FBMC-OQAM have similar performance: FBMC-OQAM achieves a 
higher spectral efficiency with respect to (w.r.t.) other modulations 
for low and medium / ,P Pn  but at high /P Pn  values it is outper-
formed since it has a limited complexity receiver. Instead, per-
formance of SCM is quite limited, since its waveform is strongly 
affected by the frequency selectivity of the channel, and ASE is 
limited by the CP loss. In case of high mobility, we see that FBMC-
OQAM performance collapses, since its orthogonality is com-
pletely destroyed. Instead, FBMC-QAM is more resistant to 
Doppler and it also gains w.r.t. OFDM. 

Since high-order constellations are more sensitive to the 
impact of the interference present when nonorthogonal signal-
ing is adopted, we also studied the same scenario when the 
modulation has cardinality .4M =  We can see from Figure 4 
that, for this scenario, FBMC outperforms all other modulation 
formats. We also point out that for all the considered channels, 
FBMC gains can be even higher by means of a properly designed 
pulse [9], [17]. 

We now consider the same scenario when TFS is adopted. 
 Figure 5 shows the performance of TFS when .4M =  Different 
spacing values td  and fd  have been considered and, to have a 
wider insight on the possible benefits of this technique, we report 
the highest ASE achievable when packing in the time domain only 

. ,0 90td =^ h  in the frequency domain only . ,0 95fd =^ h  and in 
both domains ( .0 90td =  and . )0 95fd =  is adopted. We can see 
that TFS gains w.r.t. FBMC are limited, and only at high / .P Pn  
This is, in some way, expected: further gains could be obtained 
with more complex receivers (techniques of advanced trellis pro-
cessing [13], [54]) but, on the other hand, it could be difficult to 
find substantial gains, since FBMC is already a sort of time-fre-
quency packing. Our own feeling is that these are first results and 
more research on this topic is required. 

As already discussed, the ASE can be approached in practice 
with proper modulation and coding formats. Figure 6 shows the 
BER of OFDM and FBMC-QAM for the scenario of Figure 3. The 
adopted codes are low-density parity-check codes with rate 1/2 and 
blocklength 64,800 bits. In all cases, a maximum of 50 decoder 
iterations were performed. We can notice that performance is in 
accordance with the ASE results. We point out that the loss from 
the theoretical limit is twofold: first, the adopted code has finite 
length. Second, it is not designed for the considered channel: the 
use of codes properly designed for this kind of channels can con-
siderably reduce the loss. 

To summarize, as already anticipated in the introduction, we 
are far from establishing which should be the preferred system, 
because results highly depend on the specific scenario. Thus, 
extensive work still has to be done to identify optimal design strat-
egies, which include 1) setting the optimal number of carriers 
(possibly different for different signal waveforms, especially in the 
presence or the absence of CP); 2) the optimal pulse-shaper 
design, which may strongly depend on the information available at 
the transmitter about the channel maximum delay spread, max-
imum Doppler spread, and amplitude statistics; 3) the optimal 
length of the CP, as suggested, e.g., in [55], wherein an OFDM sys-
tem with tunable length of the CP is proposed. 
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[FIg6] The bER for OFDM and FbMC-QAM with 64-QAM on ETU 
channel, f 30 kHz.d =

[FIg7] The averaged ASE per user for massive MIMO single-
carrier FTN systems with different numbers of users and 
antennas, for 4-QAM and 16-QAM.

[FIg8] The averaged ASE per user for massive MIMO single-
carrier FTN systems, with gaussian inputs, ,n 128BS =  .u 4=
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SINgLE CARRIER FTN MULTIUSER  
MODULATION wITh MASSIvE MIMO
Fifth-generation macro base stations will certainly be equipped 
with large-scale antenna arrays, a technology also known as mas-
sive MIMO [56], [57]. Using a large 
number of antennas will help to 
boost the network throughput, since 
accurate beamforming will permit 
serving several users in the same cell 
and on the same bandwidth, and to 
stabilize the propagation channel by 
reducing channel outages by virtue 
of diversity. The joint design of inter-
ference coordination schemes and modulation formats for massive 
MIMO systems is a topic that will certainly gain momentum in the 
coming years. 

Let us discuss the uplink between U  single antenna users and 
a base station equipped with NBS  antennas. The impulse response, 
assumed time-invariant for simplicity, between the uthuser and 
the nth  base station antenna is denoted by ( ),h t,u n  and we 
assume these to be perfectly known at the base station side. Each 
user transmits a, CP-free, single carrier FTN signal according to 

 ( ) ( ) .x t N
PT d p t T,u u

BS

s
s,= -,

,

/  

The array gain is here harvested as a power saving at the user side 
and not as increased signal strength at the base station side. The 
received signal at the nth  antenna becomes 

 ( ) ( ) ( ),y t N
PT d z t T n t, ,n

u

U

u u n
1 BS

s
s,= - +,

,=

/ /  

where ( )z t,u n  is the received pulse from the uth  user at the nth
antenna, i.e., ( ) ( ) ( ),z t p t h t, ,u n u n*=  where “*” denotes convolu-
tion. To keep complexity low, we consider only single-user detec-
tion and construct a discrete-time sequence { }yy ,u u= ,  for the 
detection of user u  according to 

 ( ) ( ) .y y t z t, ,u n
n

N

u n t T
1

BS

s*= -)
, ,

=

=/  

In the case of no FTN, the receiver model is y d, ,u u uc= +, ,

,,uh ,  where uc  is a measure of signal strength for the uth  user 
and ,uh ,  collects noise, intersymbol interference, and interuser 
interference. Under the assumptions that all channel impulse 
responses are independent and that rich scattering is present, the 
effect of letting NBS  grow is that the impact of intersymbol and 
interuser interference becomes less and less; asymptotically they 

both vanish. In such favorable propagation environments, there is 
no need for any multicarrier system to mitigate multipath as one-
tap equalizers can be used, and several users can be spatially multi-
plexed, which increases spectral efficiency. 

While a single carrier system has 
lower PAPR compared with FBMC 
systems, there is a reduction of spec-
tral efficiency since pulses with 
excess bandwidth of an amount d  
must be used. To reduce the loss of 
the excess bandwidth, we make use 
of FTN. Also in this case it holds that 
ICI vanishes as NBS  grows, but it is 

no longer true that ISI vanishes. Therefore, we must model the 
sequence yu  as 

 ,y g du u u u* h= +  

where gu  is the effective impulse response for user u  and uh  col-
lects interuser interference and noise for user .u  A sequence 
detector is now needed to equalize the channel .gu  

PErformancE rEsults with livE massivE  
mimo channEl mEasurEmEnts 
We next report results for SCM in measured massive MIMO 
channels. Several channel measurement campaigns on massive 
MIMO has been conducted at Lund University, and more infor-
mation about the particular one we make use of here can be 
found in [58]. In brief, four users were placed outdoors around 
the electrical engineering building at Lund University separated 
by roughly 30 m, and a linear 128-element antenna array was 
placed on the roof of the building. The users were placed without 
any line-of-sight to the base station. The measurement bandwidth 
is 50 MHz and several snapshots of the propagation channel were 
taken. In Figure 7, we report results for the no FTN case, i.e., 

.1td =  The pulse ( )p t  is RRC shaped with 20% excess band-
width. We report averaged ASE values over the four users for the 
system described previously for 4-QAM and 16-QAM, using 16 or 
128 antenna elements. The curves marked with “AWGN” show the 
results obtained when we artificially remove all intersymbol and 
interuser interference and therefore constitute upper bounds. As 
can be seen, there is a clear gain in going from N 16BS =  to 

,N 128BS =  and for 4-QAM, the gap to the upper bound is closed. 
With 16-QAM, the intersymbol and interuser interference has not 
fully vanished, which shows up as a loss compared with the upper 
bound. To see how strong the interuser interference is, we also test 

[TAbLE 2] ThE SUITAbILITY OF CONSIDERED MODULATION FORMATS TO 5g REQUIREMENTS AND TEChNOLOgIES.

EASE OF hARDwARE 
IMPLEMENTATION 

LOw LATENCY IMMUNITY TO  
PAPR 

RObUSTNESS TO 
SYNCh. ERRORS 

COUPLINg wITh  
MASSIvE MIMO

USE wITh MM- 
wAvE 

oFdM ✓ ✓ ✓

FbMC ✓ ✓ ✓

tFs ✓

sCM ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

OFDM/OFDMA ARE NOT  
ExEMPT OF DEFECTS, AND  
ThEIR ADOPTION IN ThE  

FORThCOMINg gENERATION  
OF wIRELESS NETwORkS IS  
NOT TAkEN FOR gRANTED.
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the case of a single user, i.e., .U 1=  In this case, the gap to the 
bound reduces, but is not fully closed. This means that the inter-
symbol interference is stronger than what the single-tap equalizer 
used can handle. Moreover, the ASE values can be boosted by 
switching to FTN transmission. 

In Figure 8, we repeat the experiments from Figure 7, but we 
use complex Gaussian modulation symbols and activate FTN; in all 
cases we use N 128BS =  and .U 4=  In this test, we assume an 
equalizer that can optimally deal with the intersymbol interference 
but treats the interuser interference as noise. As a benchmark sys-
tem, we show the ASE for the impractical but optimal sinc pulse. 
As we can see, there is a loss in ASE by using the RRC pulse with 

. .0 2d =  By using FTN, part of this loss is overcome as the ASE 
curve moves closer to the curve for the sinc pulse. Altogether, we 
have demonstrated that with massive MIMO, much of the inters-
ymbol and interuser interference can vanish, so that a single-tap 
equalizer works well for SCM systems. With FTN activated, the 
loss of the excess bandwidth is reduced. With more advanced 
transceiver schemes, for example 
based on interference cancellation, 
the gap to the upper bounds in Fig-
ure 7 can be reduced, and taken to-
gether with the favorable PAPR of 
single carrier, this modulation for-
mat seems to be a good choice for 
uplinks of 5G whenever large an-
tenna arrays can be facilitated. 

Although we presented here 
results for the single carrier only, it is 
reasonable to foresee that a similar behavior can be observed also 
for multicarrier modulation formats, such as FBMC and OFDM: in 
fact, in a massive MIMO system when the number of receiving 
antennas is sufficiently high, the interuser and intersymbol inter-
ference introduced by the channel tend to vanish, no matter the 
modulation adopted. Such a property has been called self-equal-
ization and reported in [59]. 

INTERACTIONS wITh 5g ARChITECTURE  
AND REQUIREMENTS
In this section, we finally discuss the interactions between the 
reviewed modulation formats and some key requirements and fea-
tures of 5G networks. Although a complete description of how a 
5G cellular system will look like is not yet available, some pieces of 
the puzzles are already known and almost unanimously taken for 
granted [55]. Some of the concepts discussed here are also sum-
marized in Table 2. 

largE data ratEs
Fifth-generation networks will have to support very large data 
rates; such a goal will be accomplished through a combination of 
technologies such as the use of multiple antennas (as already dis-
cussed), the use of adaptive modulation schemes and, of course, 
the use of larger bandwidths. This fact tends to promote the use of 
a multicarrier modulation for two reasons: 1) adaptive modulation 
is easily implemented with multicarrier schemes, wherein smart 

bit loading algorithms may permit to tune the modulation cardin-
ality and the coding rate according to the channel status on each 
subcarrier; and 2) the use of larger bandwidths leads to increased 
multipath distortion, thus implying that using a multicarrier 
scheme simplifies the task of equalization with respect to an SCM. 

small cElls and mm-wavE communications
The use of small cells is a key technique aimed at increasing the 
overall capacity of wireless networks, intended as offered through-
put per square kilometer; recently, there has also been a growing 
interest for mm-wave communications [60], [61] for supporting 
short-range cellular communications. Although there is still little 
knowledge about mm-wave propagation in urban areas, studies 
are ongoing [62]. It is anticipated that mm-wave will be used on 
short distances, thus implying that line-of-sight links might be 
available. In this case, we will have large bandwidths, rather stable 
propagation environments, and low Doppler offsets. The design of 
a modulation scheme suited for these conditions is still an open 

problem, although again multicar-
rier schemes appear to be much 
more suited than single-carrier 
schemes. Due to their anticipated 
stable propagation environments 
and low Doppler levels, small cell 
networks may be especially suitable 
application areas for nonorthogonal 
modulation formats. For FBMC, 
channel estimation gets inherently 
more challenging due to the inter-

ference at the receiver side. However, with increased stability of 
the propagation environment and low Dopplers, this burden gets 
significantly simplified. The same arguments also apply to, e.g., 
advanced FBMC equalizers that equalize the interference among 
the symbols. Such equalizers need to be updated frequently in the 
case of nonnegligible Doppler levels, which may impose hefty 
complexity increases compared with OFDM where only a single 
tap per detected symbol needs to be updated. On the other hand, 
there is also a line of thought that foresees, for these high fre-
quencies and large bandwidths, the use of simple modulations 
formats with low spectral efficiencies, deferring to future genera-
tions of cellular systems the task of optimizing the spectrum 
usage in these bands. The recent paper [63], instead, proposes the 
use of a single-carrier modulation with CP as a remedy to the 
PAPR problem of multicarrier schemes. 

uncoordinatEd accEss—intErnEt of things
In the coming years, there will be a tremendous increase in the 
number of connected devices [64], [65].The current trend is to 
include a wireless transceiver in almost every electronic gadget/
equipment, and researchers have been investigating for some 
years the so-called Internet of Things—this is also called 
machine-to-machine communications. A large number of con-
nected devices will require to access the network to transmit 
short messages. The challenge posed by the Internet of Things 
lies, rather than in a capacity shortage, in the overwhelming 

REgARDINg OFDM,  
ORThOgONALITY IS LOST IN 

ThE PRESENCE OF FREQUENCY 
SYNChRONIzATION ERRORS OR  

PhASE NOISE, whICh CAUSE 
NONNEgLIgIbLE PERFORMANCE  

LOSS TO OFDM(A) SYSTEMS.
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burden that it produces on the signaling functions of the net-
work. Regarding this aspect, the use of FBMC modulations is 
preferable with respect to classical 
OFDM since it allows uncoordinated 
(i.e., asynchronous) access to the 
subcarriers. This is one of the main 
messages conveyed by the ongoing 
5GNOW European research project. 

low latEncy
Another requirement for 5G wireless 
cellular systems is the possibility to ensure low-latency communi-
cations with a target roundtrip delay of 1 ms. This is seen as a 
major change of 5G network with respect to existing LTE net-
works, since it will enable the so-called tactile Internet [66], which 
will permit the development of brand new real-time applications 
for monitoring and control. To reduce latency at the physical layer, 
a single-carrier modulation seems to be preferable, since it avoids 
block-processing of the data that introduces additional delays. A 
tunable OFDM system, with an adaptive choice of the length of the 
data block would also be an option. 

EnErgy EfficiEncy
It is expected that 5G cellular networks will be far more energy 
efficient than previous cellular systems [67]. Energy saving is 
mainly a matter that regards a higher layer of the network 
protocol stack, since it involves adaptive base station switch on/
off algorithms, use of renewable energy sources, design of 
energy-harvesting protocols, base station sharing among net-
work operators during off-peak hours, etc. However, at the 
physical layer, adaptively switching off unused carriers is a key 
strategy that may be used to save energy from the radio-fre-
quency (RF) transceiver chain of base stations. This thus once 
again promotes the use of multicarrier systems with respect to 
single-carrier modulation.

cloud tEchniquEs and softwarE radio
Another fascinating feature of future wireless networks is the pos-
sibility of having a cloud-based radio access network [68], [69]. In 
practice, base stations will be substituted by light devices, perform-
ing baseband-to-RF conversion and signal transmission, and con-
nected through wired optical links to a data center, wherein data 
coding/decoding and higher-layer functionalities such as resource 
allocation will take place. The advantages of this structure are rep-
resented by the fact that centralized/cooperative strategies (such as 
the well-known coordinated multipoint) can be readily imple-
mented, as well as by the fact that data modulation can be imple-
mented by a software running in a data center. This adds a lot of 
flexibility to the choice of the modulation format in the sense that 
paves the way to adaptive modulation schemes, wherein not only 
the cardinality and the coding rate may be tuned, but even the 
waveform itself, including the CP; the recent 5G overview [55] 
thus proposes the use of “tunable OFDM,” a sort of adaptive 
scheme with parameters chosen based on the instantaneous oper-
ating conditions. 

Thus, according to the channel conditions, to the requested 
throughput, and to the available resources in terms, e.g., of num-

ber of antennas, adaptive schemes 
may be designed wherein the modu-
lation format itself is a parameter to 
be optimized. We believe that, of all 
the key characteristics of 5G net-
works, the integration of cloud and 
software-defined networking strat-
egies within the 5G architecture will 
be the one to have the greatest 

impact on the definition of the future modulation format. 

CONCLUSIONS
This article provided a review of some linear modulation schemes 
alternative to OFDM and deemed as suitable candidates for the 
implementation of the air interface of future 5G cellular commu-
nications. A comparison of these modulation schemes in terms of 
ASE in a cellular environment has been carried out. Our results 
have shown that there are alternatives to OFDM offering increased 
values of spectral efficiency, as well as that there is no definite win-
ner, in the sense that the preferable modulation format depends 
on the considered scenario in terms of channel Doppler spread, 
channel delay spread, and some other parameters, such as, e.g., 
the allowed receiver complexity. In this sense, the virtualization of 
the air interface and the implementation of a cloud radio access 
network may pave the way towards the adoption of a tunable, 
adaptive modulation, wherein waveform parameters are chosen 
based on the specific considered scenario. The article has also 
reported some discussion on the use of TFS in massive MIMO sys-
tems, and has presented a discussion on how the modulation for-
mat impacts and is impacted by key technologies and 
requirements of future 5G networks. 
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